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1. INTRODUCTION 
We describe iterative domain decomposition algorithms for the solution of the following semilinear 
elliptic problem: 
#2 ( 02u 02u ~ 
\Ox2 + Oy2] = f(P,u), P = (x,y) e f~, u(P) = V(P), P e 012, (1) 
f~,(P, u) >_/3o = const. > 0, (P, u) Ef t  x [-C, C], 
where # is a positive parameter, f~,(P, u) = Of (p ,  u), C is a sufficiently large number, 0~ is 
the boundary of 12. The functions f(P, u) and U(P) are sufficiently smooth. Under suitable 
continuity and compatibility conditions on the data, a unique solution u(P) of (1) exists (see [1] 
for details). For # << 1, problem (1) is singularly perturbed and has boundary layers near 0ft 
(see, for example, [2]). 
We consider iterative algorithms based on two domain decomposition methods: the Schwarz 
alternating procedure [3] and the related method from [4]. Unlike the standard Schwarz method, 
in the latter method the boundary conditions on subdomain interfaces are defined using the 
solutions of small auxiliary problems. The implementation f both of these methods for the 
solution of some singularly perturbed elliptic problems has been described previously in [5-9]. 
The structure of the paper is as follows. In Section 2, we formulate iterative domain decom- 
position algorithms. In Section 3, we establish convergence properties of these algorithms and 
present estimates of a convergence rate, depending on the geometric haracteristics for domain 
decomposition (the overlapping interval sizes) and the values of the perturbation parameter #
from (1). Note that we construct and analyze the iterative algorithms in the continuous form 
(i.e., without resorting to a spatial discretization of subproblems). In Section 4, we establish 
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numerical stability of the iterative algorithms. In the last section, we present the results of some 
numerical experiments u ing the developed algorithms. In the experiments for numerical solution 
of singularly perturbed problems, we apply a finite-difference method on special nonuniform grids 
from [10]. 
2. DOMAIN DECOMPOSIT ION ALGORITHMS 
2.1. Domain Decomposit ion and Concomitant Notations 
For simplicity, we assume that the domain ~ is a rectangle (0, X) x (0, Y). 
We introduce the multidomain overlap decomposition of the domain ~ into the subdomains 
(see Figure 1): 
~',~ = (x f ,x '~)  × (g ' ,~7) ,  1 -< ' -< I, ~ -< J -< : ,  
O<xB <xE1 <xiB~I <xE <X,  2 < i<I -1 ,  XlB =0,  xf  =X,  
o<~y<yf_l<yy+1<yy<Y, 2_<j<g-1, y~=o, y~=Y. 
In the following, we need some auxiliary notation: 
4 
o~,,: = ~ o~,  1 < i < I, 1 < j _< J, 
k=l  
0~L = {~ : x, ~, ~ _< ~ < ~Y}, 0~L = {~ = ~, ~ _< ~ < y~}, 
F'd= U Fk',~' g,,.~={l<k<4, k:O~k:lqO~=~} 
k6K~,j 
F ~.. ~' k' ,,: =0~,3~,  =k-2{[k -2  (mod2) ]+[k -3  (mod2)]}, 
i k=i+[k-2 (mod2)], jk=j+[k_3 (mod2)l. 
X. b xb -  1- e Xe. 
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Figure 1. Pragment of the multidomain overlap deeompc~ition. 
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In addition, we introduce the following subdomains ( ee Figure 1): 
x b e w i = (xb,x~) ×(O,Y), O<x i <x~l  <x  E<x i <X,  1 < i<I -1 ,  
W~=(O,X)×(yb ,  y~), O<yb<yB+l<yE<y~<Y,  i<_ j< J - i ,  
I-1 J-1 
= U '4 ,  = U 
i=l j=l 
We define also the boundaries pertained to w ~ 1 < i < I - 1: 
"f'~b = {X----'xb, y~ ~ y <y~+l}  ' ~3 = {X=X~,  y~ ~__ y < y~..l_l}, 1 ~__j ~__ J, yB+l ~--Y. 
2.2. Statement  of Domain  Decomposi t ion Algor i thms 
V n Introduce the sequences ( ~,j(P)}, n > 1, satisfying the following problems: 
Lv~,3(P)=f(P,v~3),  Pef~,,3,  1<i<I ,  l<_j<_J ,  (2) 
v~j(P) = U(P), P = E on~,j A an, 
v~.j (P) = V~". = , ,,3(P), P E Ofli,j \ On, 
where L -  #2 ( 02 02) ~7~ + ~-~y . 
2.2.1. "B lack-whi te"  Schwarz a lgor i thm 
We consider "black-white" parallel versions of Schwarz alternating method, A1. The colouring 
of subdomains i realized as follows: "black": (i,j) E CB = {(i + j) -even}; "white": (i,j) C 
CW = {(i + j) - odd}. 
For algorithm A1, the boundary conditions from (2) have the forms: 
Vi~(P )=v  '~-I(P~ PEO~, j ,  (i,j) eCB,  n>2,  i k , j k  t J, 
(3) 
V~(P)  = v~d~(P), P E Off,,j, (i,j) E CW, n >_ 1, 
kEK~, j ,  1<i<I ,  l<_j<_J.  
Initial guesses V~lj(P), P E O~,j \ Of~, (i,j) E CB, must be prescribed. 
As may be inferred from (3), on each iteration step of algorithm A1 the same coloured sub- 
problems are solved concurrently. Thus the number of sequential stages for A1 is 2. 
2.2.2. Modi f ied Schwarz~s a lgor i thm wi th  " interfacial"  problems 
Here we describe a modification of the standard Schwarz alternating procedure. In this algo- 
rithm, A2, the boundary conditions in (2) are given by 
Vi~(P) = Zn- I (P) ,  P E 0ni,j \ On, n > 2, (4a) 
Z,~(p) = ~ z~,i(P), P e '~ \-~ v, 1<i<I -1 ,  
-~  _< j I z~,j(P), P e wj, 1 < J - 1, 
where initial guesses Viii(P), P e 0ni,j \ 0gl, must be prescribed. The functions z~,i(P ) and 
z~,j (P) from (4a) are the solutions of the following "interfacial" problems: 
Lz'~,i(P) = f(P,  z~,i), P e w x, , 1 < i < I - 1, (45) 
z'~,i(P ) = v~j(P), P • ,~x,b, z~,i(P ) = v~+l,j(P ), P • ~/i~,;, 1 < j < J, 
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z [ JP )  = u(P),  P ~ ooJ~ n o~; 
Lz~j(P) = f (P, z2n, j ) ,  P e w~, 1 < j < g - 1, (4c) 
z~,j( P) = v~j( P), P e ( Ow~ \ f~x) n f~,,j, 
n p (Ow~. 1 < i < I, z~,j(P) = vi,j+l( ), P e \ f~x) n f~i,j+l, 
z~,j(P) = z[,(P),  P e Owy n~,  1<i<I -1 ,  
z~,j (P ) = U ( P ) , P 60wy A Of~. 
We suppose that the subproblems are solved in the following order: first the subproblems 
from (2), thereupon from (4b) and from (4c); i.e., algorithm A2 involves three sequential stages. 
3. CONVERGENCE OF  DOMAIN 
DECOMPOSIT ION ALGORITHMS 
We now establish convergence properties of algorithms A1 and A2. We present estimates of a 
convergence rate, depending on the geometric haracteristics for domain decomposition: 
H~= min (xi E B -X,+l) , H u = min (y f -y f l+ l )  1<i<_I-1 l<j<J-1 ' 
hZ= min {min[ (x /~ l -X  b) (xe--xE)]} h y= min (min[ (y f l+ l -y  b) (y~-yff ) ]} 
l<_ i< I - -1  ~ ~ l<_ j< J -1  " ~ 
and the values of the perturbation parameter # from (1). 
3.1. Convergence Results 
THEOREM 1. Algorithm (2),(3): A1 converges to the solution u(P) of problem (1) with linear 
(geometrical) rate qA* 6 (0, 1), where for qA1 the following bound holds: 
THEOREM 2. Algorithm (2),(4): A2 converges to the solution u(P) of problem (1) with linear 
rate qA2 6 ( 0, 1), where for qA2 the following bound holds: 
qA2<2{exp[_(HX-- ~I/2] +exp + hX) --J [-(H u ~1/2] 
Let on the N th iteration of algorithms A1 or A2 the following inequality be fulfilled: 
max [[v/,~ (P) N-1 - %,~ (P)II~,, < ', (7) l<i<z . - 
l<_j<J 
where 
Ilw(P)llw - ~ Iw(P)l, 
e is a small number. Denote the number of the iteration from (7) as N A1 and N A2 for algorithms 
A1 and A2, respectively. 
COROLLARY. For algorithms A1 and A2, the following bounds on N A1 and N A2 hold: 
[ D[In(e)--°LAI[ NA2 { #'ln(e)--°tt2[ } 
NA1- -2=O [l~/2min(HX, H~) , -2=0 ~/2min[(H~+-~x~,~Hu+hu)] , 
where a A1 and a A2 are  determined by the initial guess. 
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The proofs of Theorems 1 and 2 and the Corollary from them can be found in Section 3.2. 
REMARK 1. It can be shown (see the proof of Theorem 2) that the iterative algorithm A2 
converges to the solution of problem (1) even for Nl~_i~_l ~i,j -~ O. 
l<j<J 
REMARK 2. Algorithms A1 and A2 can be generalized immediately to the three-dimensional 
case: 
x 02u 02u z 02u 
a (P ) -~x2+aU(P)~y2+a (P ) -~z2=f (P ,u ) ,  Pe l t ,  u (P )=U(P) ,  PeOn.  
aX(P)>O,  aY(P) >0,  aZ(P) >0,  fu (P ,u )>O.  
3.2. The  Proofs  of Theorems 1 and 2 
3.2.1. Pre l iminar ies  
In the following lemmas, we obtain results necessary below. 
Introduce the functions (I)*,j (P) and (I)i,j (P), satisfying the problems: 
L~, j (P )  - ~0(I)~,j(P) = 0, P E ~, j ,  ~*j(P) = 1, P E 0~, j ;  (8a) 
1, P e O~,j  \ Of~, 
LOi, j (P) - ~oOi,j(P) = O, P E ~i,j, (I)i,j(P) = 0, P C 0fli,j A 0g~; (8b) 
1<i<I ,  l< j<_ J ;  
where L from (2) and ~0 from (1). Note that 
(I)~,j(P)-(I)*,j(P), PE~i , j ,  2<i<I -1 ,  2<j<J -1 .  (8c) 
LEMMA 1. If (I)~,j(P) and ffPi,j(P) axe the solutions to (8a) and (8b), respectively, then the top 
lowing estimates hold: 
0 < Oi,j(P) <_ O~,j(P) < 1, P E fli,j; (9a) 
02O~5(P) 02O;,j(P) 
Ox 2 _> O, Oy 2 _> 0, P E ~i,j; (9b) 
$ max ¢ i , j (P )= max ¢i , j (P) ,  (9c) 
onx~nn~,j (o~non~)n~,,j 
(I)*,j(P)<2 exp -p~(x)K~--- 1 +exp -p~(y) , PGa i , j ,  (9d) 
{ - + > - p (y) = { Y- (Yf + YY) > Y ' (yy  2 - 
xi E - x, 2 - 2 - 
PROOF. Estimates (9a) follow immediately from (8a),(Sb), the maximum principle, and a stan- 
dard comparison theorem. 
In the proof of estimates (9b), we assume that problems (8a) have solutions 
O~,j (P) • C4(12i,j)N C 2 (-~i,3 \ P~,3), P~,~ = {the corners of ~,3 }. 
The correctness of this proposition can be established by the same technique as in [11]. Denote 
~)i,~(P) = ~ and uu ~ o~ (I)~,j (P) = Twice differentiating (8a) in x or in y, we have oy~ • 
LO~,~(P) - ~oOi,j(P ) = O, P • fli,j, uy /~o~Yyj(p) = p • xx L~2i,j(P ) - , 0, ~i,3, 
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¢ i j (P )  = #-2f~0, uu (0 f l j  U 0f/3,1) Pi,j, xx el'i, j (P) = O, P 6 \ 
¢i,j (P) = 0, ~ xz ¢i, j(P) = #-280, P • (0f2j  U 0f/a,j) \ Pi,j, 
1<i<I ,  l _< j_ J .  
From here and the maximum principle, we conclude the required estimates. 
In the "regular" case, when 2 < i < I - 1, 2 _< j _< J - 1, estimate (9c) can be obtained 
at once from (8c) and (9b). The proof technique of this estimate in the "nonregular" cases, we 
demonstrate with i = 1, 2 < j _< J - 1. We define an intermediate function (I)~j(P), satisfying 
the problem 
LeVi(P) ,  - ~0~)~j(P) = 0, P • f.o.,,3 = ( -xE ,z /E )  × (YT,Y~) , #~j(P), = 1, P • Of~j .  
From the maximum principle, we have 0 < ~j(P )  <_ 1, P • 0f~/*j. Thus, using (8a), (8b), and a 
standard comparison theorem, we obtain ~, j (P )  < (I)~j(P) _< r~*,j(p), p • f i , j .  Besides, from 
the above problem, (9b) and the translational symmetry of domain ~o. we conclude i,J ' 
= ~0 b e max ~j (P )  max[ i , j (x i ,y~_l)  , o b b 
PEDf~un~'ll,i 
Finally, we get 
max 4~ij(P) < max ¢~(P)  < max [(i,i, j . b e * (xi,yj)] . b  b PeO~*,nn,,j -- PeOn~,,nn,.~ " - (xi, Yj-1) , ¢i,j 
By analogous means, it is possible to prove estimate (9c) in the other "nonregular" cases. 
To prove estimates (9d), we define the functions ¢~(x) and ¢~.(y) by the following one- 
dimensional problems: 
# 2d2¢~(x) f~0C~(x) = O, x • (x f ,x  E) ¢~ (x~) = ¢~ (x/E) -- 1; 
dx 2 
# ~y2 ---- Y ' -- = 
From this, we have 
L [¢~(x) + ¢~(y)] -f~0 [¢~(x) + ¢~(y)] = 0, (x,y)  • fli,j, ¢~(x)+¢~(y) > 1, (x ,y)  e Of~,i. 
Hence, using a standard comparison theorem, we obtain ¢~,j(x, y) < ¢~(x) + ¢~(y), (x, y) • ~, j .  
Now estimates (9d) are derived from the exact expressions for ¢~(x) and ¢~(y): 
1 +exp~[2p~(x) -d~lB~/2 /#~ [ ~1/2] 
¢~(x) = 1 +k " , e x p  [ ) ' -d - - /=/ "  exp J/' = x, - x/E, 
1 +exp{[2p~.(x)-d~.]~/2/#} .~112"] 
This completes the proof of the lemma. 
Introduce the functions ¢~(P) by the following problems: 
L¢ i (P )  - fl0Oi(P) = 0, P • w~, 1 < i < I -  1, (10) 
{¢i , i  (P), P • 7~=, b, I _< j < J, 
¢ i (P)  = (I)i+I,j(P), P • 7i,j,xe 1 < j _<- j ,  ¢~(P) = 0, P • Ow~ ~ Off, 
where ~i, j (P)  from (Sb). 
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LEMMA 2. For the solutions to (10) the following estimates hold: 
max max ¢i(P) l  < max [ max (I)*,j (P ) ] ,  
l< i< l - -1  PE '~NDw~ -- l~_i~_l (Of lxNO~y)Nf~, j  
l~_j<_J-1 l~_j~_J 
where ¢;,j (P) are defined in (8a). 
PROOF. Introduce the functions ~i*,j(P), satisfying the problems 
• • b e (yS,yE) ,  1<i<I  1, l<_ j< J ,  L~p~,j(P) - 13o~bi,j(P ) = O, P E w~,~ = (z~,xi)  x 
• f ¢*5 (P)' P • O~i~,~ C) ~i,j,  
! ¢i'J(P) = (I)i+l,j(P), P • Owi,j n f~i+l,j. 
• p --xn From this, using a standard comparison theorem, we obtain ¢i(P) <_ ¢ i , j ( ) ,  P • wi,j. 
Consider the functions 
• * e - -X~ a x~'x ' xb x e -x  x- -x~ (x ,y )•  1 < i<I - -1 ,  1 < j< J. 
i , j [  ,Y )  = ~ i , j  ( i , Y )  "~e--"~b b~i+l , j (x i 'Y )~ ' O~i,J ' -- -- 
X i -- X i X i - -  X i 
From (8a), (gb) and the above problems, we have 
• XtM * X~ X~ Xf~ L [¢,,j(P) - a,,j (P)] - fl0 [~i,j(P) - ai,j (P)] = - [La~,~(P) - 13oai, j (P)] >_ 0, P • wid, 
• x¢~ Xn  
¢i , j (P)  - ai, j (P)  = O, P •Owi,  j . 
• xw --xn Hence we get Applying the maximum principle, we obtain ¢i,j(P) - ai,j (P) < 0, P • wi, j . 
~ * e b ~ (x ,y  b) <_ a~,j (x ,y  b) <_ max [q?i,~ (xb, yb), ¢I)~'+l,j (x i ,Y j ) ] ,  1 <~ j ~ J -- 1, 
~)i ( X,  yje -1  ) ~-- Or iX~(x ,Y~-O<max[¢ i * , j (xb ,  . . . .  2 < j < S, 
b<x < e 1<i<I - -1 .  Xi  _ _ X i ,  
This proves the lemma. 
Now we consider the functions ~i,j (P), satisfying the problems 
Lt~d(P  ) -~ok~, j (P )=O,  P• f~, j ,  l < i< I ,  l <_j<_J, (11) 
~d(P)  = ¢b~,j~(P), P • 012~, k • K~,j, gt~,j(P) = O, P • Of~,3 N 0~2. 
LEMMA 3. For the solutions to (11) the following estimates are true: 
( i , j )~CW P~r~ ~ (i,j)~CB P~7~r~ ' *,1 ~i,j" 
' , k~K~, j  
PROOF. Similar to the proof of Lemma 2, we can obtain 
xfl Yfl 
~i, j (P)  ~- ai,j (P),  gYi,j(P) ~_ ai, j (P),  P • -~i,j, 
where 
ai, j (x ,y)  = i - l , j  x-~'----'x? + q?i+,,j (xE,y)  x? - -  x-~ B' 2 < i < I -- 1, 
= = <- J  <- J ;  
ai'J(x'Y)---- *'~-' (x 'yB)  YT-- -Y? + (I)i,j+, (x ,y  E) Y--~-----Y2' 2 <_ j <_ J - 1, 
. . . . .  • yE _ y 
yn • Y - ylB a~,~(x,y) = ¢bi,d_ 1 (x ,y  B) o-Y~'-'~YB' l < i < I. v) = v f )  - 
Vd - -  Vd 
Hence, it immediately follows the required estimates. 
33:11-[ 
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Introduce a function ~(P) by the following problem: 
LA(P) -~0A(P)=0,  P• f la ,  A (P)=A(P)>_0,  P•Of la .  (12) 
Along with (12), we consider the problem 
Lwa(P) - &(P)wa(P)  = O, P • fla, wa(P) = Wa(P), P • Ofla, (13a) 
where fla(P) >_ flo is sufficiently smooth. A(P) and Wa(P) could have discontinuities of the first 
kind at a common finite set of points "Pa. Besides, we suppose that the following inequality is 
true: 
[Wa(P)[ ~_ C~A(P), P • Ofl~ \ "Pa, Ca = const. > 0. (135) 
By the subdomain fl, ,  we mean any one of the subdomains: fli,j, 1 < i < I, 1 _< j _< J, or w~, 
1 < i < I - 1. Note that if fl~ = fli,j, then 7~a = 0, and if fl~ = w~, then 7~a = {(x~ 'e, yB), 2 < 
j<_ J} .  
LEMMA 4. HA(P) and w,(P) are the solutions to (12) and (13), respectively, then the following 
estimate holds: 
[wa(P)[ <_ CaA(P), P • -~a \ "Pa. 
PROOF. Let wa(P ) be the solution of the problem 
Lw*(P) - ~owa(P ) = O, P • fta, w*(P) = CaA(P), P • O~a. 
From (13) and a standard comparison theorem, we conclude that ]wa(P)l < wa(P), P • -~a \7~a. 
Because w*(P) can be written in the exact form w*(P) = Ca.X(P), P • ~a, then we obtain the 
required estimate. 
3.2.2.  The proof  of  Theorem 1 
n Introduce the functions ~,j(P) -- v~j(P) -u (P ) ,  1 < i < I, 1 < j < J, n >_ 1. Using the mean- 
value theorem, from (1), (2), and (3), we conclude that ¢i,~.(P) satisfy the following boundary 
value problems: 
L¢~,i(p) _ f~n,j(p)¢~,j(p) = O, P • fli,j, 
~,~(P) = 0, P • 0f~,j n 0fl, ~,j(P) = V/~j(P) - u(P), P • Ofl,,j \ Ofl, ( i , j) • CB, 
¢~,~(p) n-1 k = ¢ik,j~(P), P • Oai j ,  k E Ki,j, (i, j) E CB,  n k 2, (14a) 
¢i,~(P) = ~, jk (P ) ,  P • Oflkj, k • Ki,j, (i, j) • CW, n k 1, (145) 
n p ~ ?1 where f~,.~ (P) = fu[ , 0,,, 5 (P)], 0,,.j (P) is situated between v~,j (P) and u(P). 
Denote 
5 n = max II¢~,j(P)Iloa,,j, n > 1. 
( i , j )6CB ' 
From here and Lemma 4, it follows that 
I¢~,j(P)l _< ~n~i,j(P), P • ~, j ,  (i, j) • CB,  (15a) 
where ¢ i j (P )  are the solution to (8b). Applying the above estimates, (14b), and Lemma 4, we 
obtain 
[~i,~(P)[ -< 6n~2is(P), P • ~i,j, (i, j) • CW, (155) 
where @i,j(P) are from (11). 
Further, from (14a), we get 
n- -1  6" _< max [[~i,3 (P)[[r,,j, n > 2. (16) (~,j)~cw 
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The estimate (15b) yields 
max II¢l,"~(P)llr,, < q£~, ( i j )~cw ' - 
where using Lemma 3, we have 
q= max II%,~(P)llr,,, = max II~;j(P)ll~, L. (17) 
( i , j )ECW ( i , j )eCB , 
Substituting the obtained estimates in (16), we get £~ _< q£~-l,  n > 2. Finally, it follows that 




cA1 . .  /n \u  1 = max , , - , -  - ,-- "q,~Hao, J' 
( i , j )ECB 
From (9a) and (17), we obtain q E (0, 1). This proves the convergence property of algorithm A1. 
Est imate (5) for q follows from (9d) and (17). 
3.2.3. The  proo f  o f  Theorem 2 
Analogously to the proof of Theorem 1, we introduce the functions 
Q~(P)=v~, j (P ) -u (P ) ,  1 < i<I ,  1 <_j<_ J; 
~l~i(P) = zr{,i(P) -- u(P), l < i < I - -1 ;  ~2~d(P)=z '~, j (P ) -u (P ) ,  l< j< J -1 ;  
E, (p )  = Zr~(p) _ u(P);  n _> 1. 
Using the mean-value theorem, from (1), (2), and (4), we obtain 
n ?l L¢~j(P) - f~,.j(P)~i,j(P) = O, P C ~i.j, (19a) 
¢i,~(P)=O, PEO{1~,jMO~, ~i ,~(P)='~n- l (P) ,  PEO~i , j \O{1,  n>_2, 
¢: j (P)  = Vilj(P ) - u(P), P e O{1ij \ 0{1; 
L~a(P)  - f'z: , (P )~, i (P )  = O, P • wx (195) 
n n p ~b n n xe n ~l,i(P) = ¢ij( ), P e 7i,j, ~l , i (P )  = (P), P = &o~ A 0~; ( i+l j  • %,j, {1,i(P) O, P E 
,~ p n (19c) L~j (P )  - f'z2.j( )~2,j(P) = O, P • oa~., 
n n p (Ow~ \ {ix) f"l {1i,j, n n p (Ow y \ f~)  N {1i,j+l, {2,j(P) = ~i,j( ), P • {2,j(P) = ¢ij+l( ), P • 
. n Ow] M--~ {2,j(P) = O, P • Ow~ M Oa; {2,j(p ) = {l, i(p), p • wi ' n 
where we mean that ],~(P) = f,,[P, 0n~(P)] and O~(P) lies between wn(P) and u(P). 
Introduce 
5n = max II¢~,j(P)iloni,, n > 1. 
l<_ i<_ I  ' - -  
l<_j<_J 
Hence, using Lemma 4, we have 
[4~j(P)I <- 5n~i j (P ) ,  P • fli,j, (20a) 
where ~id(P)  are the solutions to (8b). Applying these estimates, the boundary conditions 
from (19b), and Lemma 4, we obtain 
n [" [ b,e B~ "[ I{1,i(P)[ <_ 6n¢~(P), P E "~ \ ~ [x~ ,yj j ,2 < j _ J r ,  (20b) 
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where ¢~(P) are defined in (10). From (19b), (20a), and (20b), we conclude 
I~,j(P)] _< 6 n, P e ~y. (20c) 
Further, from (19) and the maximum principle, it follows that 
- -n - -1  p . , ] ,  -n-1 max I1=. ( )ll~,no% n > 2, (21) 6" < max max I1= ]loa*.na,,., 1<,<r-1 
- -  1 < i < I  _ _ - -  
LI<_j~_J l< j<_ J -1  
Using (19b), (19c), (20a), and Lemma 1, we have 
max II.="lloa..nn,,, < 6" max II~,~(P)lloa-.~a,,~ = 6" max II~j(P)ll(on.noa.)na,.. 
1<_i<I  - -  l<_i<_I l<_ i< I  
l<j<J  l<j<_J l<j~J 
We now estimate the second term on the right-hand side of (21). From (20b) and Lemma 2, we 
obtain 
max II~"(P)llwrna,~ < 6'~ max II¢i*~(P)ll(an.non.)nn,. ~. 
l<i<~I--I - -  1<~<] 
l<_j<J-1 l<_j<_J 
Substituting the obtained estimates in (21), we conclude that 6 n <_ q6 n-l,  n > 2, where 
q = max II~:j(P)ll(oa~on.)~n, ~. (22) 
L<~_<I 
1Sj<_J 
From here and (20), it follows that 
max max II~,~(P)ll~, max II~',j(e)ll~y < max II¢~,j(e)lln,~ <Ch2q n-l ,  





cA2= max llQ~(P)lloa,.. 
1S iS I  
l__.j_<J 
Using (9a) and (22), we get q E (0, 1). Hence, we can conclude the convergence of algorithm A2. 
Estimate (6) for q is evident from (9d) and (22). 
3.2.4. The proof  of the corollary from Theorems 1 and 2 
From (18) or (23), we have 
max HvN(p) N-,  v,,jg-1 6N 6N-, - = (P )  ~(e)ll~,, < v,,j (P)I I~., max I lv , ,5(e) -  + + 
15 i<: I  ,, 15/_<1 , - -  
~<j<J 1<j<_2 
<_ cA(1 + q)qN-2 < 2CAqN-2. 
Thus from (7), we get the expression 
~N • 
From this and (5) or (6), the needed estimate follows. 
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4. NUMERICAL  STABIL ITY  OF ALGORITHMS A1 AND A2 
By implementation of the iterative domain decomposition algorithms on computers, the sub- 
problems from (2), (4b), and (4c) cannot be solved exactly. In this case, total computational 
errors are composed of computer-dependent rrors (round-off errors) as well as errors determined 
by a numerical approach in use. Further in this section, we denote the algorithms perturbed the 
computational errors as A1 and ,~2 (their related sequences are also marked with tilde). 
Let t, n be a maximum absolute value of the computational errors made on the n th iteration 
of perturbed algorithms A1 or A2. A n is maximum absolute value of differences between the 
solutions of corresponding subproblems obtained on the n th iteration of the perturbed and un- 
perturbed iterative domain decomposition algorithms. 
THEOREM 3. Algorithms A1 and A2 exhibit the stability with respect to the computational 
errors: 
n--I 
An <_ CAqn-1 + ~n + (I + q) ~ qn-~-lu~, n >_ 2, (24) 
/=I 
where q 6 (0, I) is de~ned in Theorems 1 or 2, C A depends on round-off errors for the initial 
guess and for the boundary conditions. 
PROOF. We prove estimate (24) by the example of algorithms A1 and AI. In this case, we have 
un= max I1~, (P)II a n ~, 1<i<I  J f l i , j '  ---- l<i</max I1~ j (P)  - v~,j (P)II5,,~, n >_ 1, 
l<j<_J l<_j<_J 
where a~,j(P) are the computational errors introduced into the solutions of the subproblems 
from (2) on the n th iteration of A1. 
We consider the following representation f the sequences perturbed the computational errors: 
~j(P )  = ~,j(P) + ~, j (P) ,  1 < i < I, 1 < j < J; 
where ~j(P )  are the exact solutions of the following subproblems: 
L~j (P )  = f(P,  fl~,j), P 6 flid, (25) 
~d(P)  = U(P), P E O~i,j N Off, O~,j(P) = ~l j (P) ,  P E Ol2i,j \ Off, ( i , j) 6 CB,  
O~j(P) = ~n-li~,jk(p), P 6 Of~ki,j, k 6 Kid, (i, j) 6 CB,  n >_ 2, 
~.n. -n *,3(P) = vik,J~(P)' P e Ofl~,j, k E Ki,j, (i, j) e CW, n> 1. 
Introduce the functions: 
v. n.(P),  l< i< I ,  l< j< J ,  n>l .  ~,~j(P) = 0~,j(P) - ,,, - _ 
From (2), (3), and (25), we have 
L~j (P )  " "n = - f~,,j(P){i,j(P) O, P 6 flid, 
~, ,~(P)=~o(P) ,  PeOf l , , jNOf l ,  ~j(P )=~j (P ) ,  PeOf l , j \O f l ,  ( i , j)  eCB,  
~,in, j (p)  ~-n-1 Ip~ gn-1 ~p~ k =~i~,j~t J + i~,i~t ~, P6Of t id ,  k6K~,3,  (i, j) eCB,  n>_2, 
=¢i~,j~( )+a~,3~(P),  P60~2kd, k6K , , j ,  (i, j) eCW,  n>_l .  
Here, analogously to Theorem 1, we mean that J~(P) = fu[P, O~(P)], 0~,(P) lies between wE(p) 
and u(P). 
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Denote 
~n=max max P , max (P n>l .  
(i,j)6CB O~i.j (i,j)6CW 'J onld non ' -- 
Repeating the steps of the proof of Theorem 1, beginning with formula (15a), we can conclude 
~n<q($n- l+vn-1)+ten-1 ,  n>2,  
where q is defined in (17). Hence, considering that A n < Sn + un, we obtain estimate (24) with 
C a = 61. 
Analogously, the correctness of estimate (24) in the case of algorithms A2 and ~,2 is proved. 
REMARK 3. From Theorems 1-3, we can conclude that for algorithms ,~,1 and ~,2, the following 
estimates hold: 
~n-1 -l- An -]- An-I max II~,j(P)-vi,j (P)II~ j -< 1<i<Imax I]v~j(P)-vn-I(P)II~~,a 
l<_i<_l , _ _ , 
l<_j•J l~j<J 
~_ (C  A -~ C ft) (1 + q)qn-2 + un + un-1 
rt,--1 
+(1 + q)2 Z qn- t - lv t '  n > 2. 
l=l 
5. NUMERICAL  EXPERIMENTS 
Here we consider the parallel implementation f algorithms A1 and A2, focusing only on com- 
puter architecture-independent factors. The iterative algorithms are compared among themselves 
and with the usual direct (undecomposed) algorithm. By the direct algorithm is meant the ap- 
plication of the numerical technique of solving the subproblems ( ee below) to the solution of the 
undecomposed problem (1). 
As a test problem, we consider problem (1) with X = 1, Y = 1, U(P)  = 1, and f (P ,u )  = 
1 - exp[-u(P)] .  
5.1. Numer ica l  Approach  and Computat iona l  E r rors  
Recall that we construct and analyze the iterative domain decomposition algorithms in the 
continuous form. This approach leaves us freedom in choosing a numerical method for solving 
subproblems. 
In our experiments, we apply the following technique. Using Newton's method, we reduce 
each semilinear subproblem from (2), (4b), or (4c) to sequences of linear problems. The obtained 
problems are approximated by a finite-difference method from [10]. In this method, the differen- 
tial operator L is approximated by a simple variable-mesh formula on a special nonequidistant 
mesh (constructing such mesh rests on the estimates of derivatives of the exact solution). The 
produced difference schemes have the second order of #-uniform convergence. The resulting 
finite-dimensional problems are solved by ICCG method. 
In view of the proposed numerical approach, on each iterative step of algorithms A1 or A2, for 
any subproblem from (2), (4b), and (4c) the computational errors are composed of: 
• errors depended on an accuracy of Newton's and ICCG methods; 
• errors resulted from a finite-dimensional approximation of the continuous ubproblem; 
• round-off errors. 
These errors have influence on the real convergence rate and thus on the numbers of iterations 
for algorithms A1 or A2 (see Remark 3 and (7)). 
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5.2. Computat iona l  Mesh  and  Domain  Decompos i t ion  
In the domain f~, we introduce the nonequidistant mesh from [10] 
0 < × 
Here the mesh generating function 7/(r = ~/Af) has the following form: 
x(R) + (r - R) dX-~rr r e R, , 1 
~(r) = r=R 0 < # < #0 = ~; (26) 
~( r )=r ,  rE[0,11,  #0_<#; 
where 0 < R < 1/4 is the root of the equation 
dx(r) r=n = (1/2) - x(R) 
dr (1/2) - R 
We will use "natural" decomposition: the regions of rapid change of the solution are localized 
in subdomains. For this purpose, we decompose the domain f~ into the nine subdomains: Qi j ,  
1 < i < I = 3, 1 _< j _< J = 3, where all but one of the subdomains (the central subdomain ~2,2) 
contain the boundary layer. In addition, the subdomains ~i,j are constructed in such a way that 
the number of mesh points inside them is approximately equal. 
For algorithm A1, we suppose: 
Xf  = O, X f  = X.hf/3_k[ClC+l)/2], XB2 = X N'/3_[IC/2] , X E ~-- X2.Af/3+[1E/2], 
x~ = z2:¢13-[(~:+1)121, xE3 = X; 
y3 B =Y2~/3-[(1c+1)/2], y3E=Y; I<K:  _< 2Af (1  - T )  ; 
here [a] denotes the truncation of the fractional part of the number a. 
We consider the "nonoverlapping" algorithm A2 (see Remark 1). We choose the subdo- 
mains f~i,j in the following forms: 
• 1" = 0, x f  = ~ = ~/~, ~ = ~ = ~/~, ~ = x;  
For the "interfacial" subdomains w.z, 1 < i < I - 1, and wy, 1 <_ j _< J - 1, we suppose: 
x b = xN/3-E, x~ = x2¢/3+/c, x b = x2Ar/3-~., x~ = x2.~'/3+~; 
yb = yx/3-~C, Y[ = Y~/3+IC, yb = y2A;/3-1C, Y~ = Y2A~/3+~C; I <_ IC < Af (1 -  T )  . 
We locate the overlapping regions and the "interracial" subdomains in the zone of the uniform 
mesh (see the above relationships and (26)). Thus, the overlapping interval sizes H = H ~ -- H u 
(for algorithm A1) and h = h ~ = h v (for algorithm A2) can be measured by a number of 
step-size 7-/of the uniform mesh, i.e., H -- K:T/and h = ](:7-/. 
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5.3. Computational Costs of Algorithms 
Let T A1 and Tp hi be the computational costs of algorithm A1 by sequential nd parallel pro- 
cessing, respectively. For algorithm A2, we introduce the same notations as for A1, i.e., T f2 
and T A2. By simulation of parallel processing, we assume that computer architecture-dependent 
factors ("data ready time") can be ignored and that each subdomain is mapped onto a individ- 
ual processor. Thus, the aforementioned computation costs can be determined by the following 
expressions: 
Tm = E tn(a~,J) ' 




max max tn(a j) l ,  1<i<I ,  l< j< J: 
n=l  ( , j )~cB ( i , j )ecw 
N A~ I -1  J -1  
n=l  l<_i<_l i= l  j= l  
.l <_j <_J 
NA2 1 
= max tn(w . 1_<,_<,max t"(a,, j) + 1<,<,-1max + 
n=l  l<j<_J 
Here N A1 and N A2 are the numbers of iterations for algorithms A1 and A2, respectively (see the 
stopping criterion (7)). t n (~a) is the computational cost of solving the corresponding subproblem 
on the n th iterative step of the algorithms. 
Considering the numerical approach proposed in Section 5.1, for tn(~a) the following relation- 
ship holds: 
M"(i'~a) 
t-(ao) = r?(a°),  (27) 
l=1 
where Mn(~a) signifies the number of "Newton's iterations," Tln (~a) are the computational costs 
of solving the finite-dimensional problems on ~a by ICCG method. We suppose that 
= c, cca  (a.)a(ao), (28) 
where m~(~a) is the number of ICCG iterations, G(~a) is the number of mesh points in the 
corresponding subdomain, the constant CIccG is common to all considered finite-dimensional 
problems. We shall indicate that in (27) and (28) the computational costs for the initialization 
of Newton's and ICCG methods, respectively, are neglected. 
Now we discuss possibilities of a computational cost reduction by the numerical solution of 
problem (1) with algorithms A1 and A2. Let in (27) and (28) the values of M"(f~a) and m~(~a) be 
determined exclusively by the prescribed accuracy of Newton's and ICCG methods, respectively. 
We denote this numerical realization of algorithms A1 and A2 as "standard." 
We can reduce tn(~a) introducing the limitation on the number of "Newton's iterations" 
Mn(~a) < M. Analogously, we can restrict the number of ICCG iterations in (28), i.e., 
m~(~ta) < m. Notice that in both cases the computational errors made on the n th iterative 
step of algorithms A1 or A2 can be in excess of the errors by the "standard" realization of the al- 
gorithms. These "limited" realizations of algorithms A1 and A2, we designate A I~ and A2~__. In 
the latest notations, the "standard" variants of the algorithms can be written as AI~ and A2~. 
From the numerical stability of algorithms A1 and A2 (see Section 4), it follows that we can 
select he values of M and m under which the computational costs of solving the subproblems 
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on early iterative steps are lowered. But the real convergence rate of these algorithms varies only 
slightly or not at all. 
In the next section, we present experimental results for some numerical realizations of algo- 
r i thms A1 and A2 with different values of m and M. We compare their computat ional  costs 
with the computat ional  cost T D of the direct algorithm. T ° is defined in view of the numerical 
approach proposed in Section 5.1 and by analogy with (27) and (28): 
M(~) 
T D= CICCGG(~) ~ m~(12). 
4=1 
Furthermore, we shall consider two variants of the direct algorithm: with the l imitat ion on the 
number  of ICCG iterations (Dm--) and without the l imitation (D°°). 
5.4 .  Numer ica l  Resu l ts  
We test the following variants " m and m c~, __ m ¢c, __  of algorithms AI~__ A2M:_ ---- M = co; = M = 1; 
m = 15, M = 1. In numerical experiments, we choose the mesh size Af = 180. The Newton's 
and ICCG methods unbounded in the number of iterations are finished to achieve an accuracy 
of 10 -5. In the stopping criterion (7) for the iterative domain decomposition algorithms, we 
suppose e -- 10 -s .  By the calculation of the computat ional  costs, we set CICCG ---- 10 -6. 
Table 1. Number of iterations for the domain decomposition algorithms for various/~ and over- 
lapping interval sizes K:7-/. The ~-dependence of 7-I is appended for reference. 
]C NAI~ NAl~ Al15 N , ; NA2~¢ NA2~ NA2~  
1 19 20 20; 31 30 30 7 7 7; 9 9 9 3 4 4; 4 4 4 3 4 4; 3 4 4 
2 11 11 11; 15 16 17 5 5 5; 5 5 5 3 4 4; 3 4 4 3 4 4; 2 4 4 
3 8 9 9; 10 11 11 4 5 5; 4 4 5 3 4 4; 2 4 4 3 4 4; 2 4 4 
4 7 7 7; 8 8 8 4 5 5; 3 4 5 3 4 4; 2 4 4 3 4 4; 2 4 4 
5 6 6 6; 7 7 7 3 5 5; 3 4 5 3 4 4; 2 4 4 3 4 4; 2 4 4 
6 6 6 6; 6 6 6 3 5 5; 3 4 5 3 4 4; 2 4 4 3 4 4; 2 4 4 
7 5 6 6; 5 5 5 3 5 5; 3 4 5 3 4 4; 2 4 4 3 4 4; 2 4 4 
8 5 5 6; 5 5 5 3 5 5; 3 4 5 3 4 4; 2 4 4 3 4 4; 2 4 4 
/~ 10 -1.5 10-2 10-3 10-4 
7"~, × 10 -3 7.376 9.315 10.822 ii.072 
Table 2. Minimum values of the computational costs of the domain decomposition algorithms 
and the related values of K: °pt. For comparison, the computational costs of direct algorithms D15 
and D ~ are added. 
Algorithm ,/-8.4 { ~opt }; ~A {~opt }
AI~ 3.39{ii}; 0.84{II} 1,76(5}; 0.45{5} 1.21{2}; 0.31{2} 1.18.(1}; 0.30{i} 
AI~ 2.68{8}; 0.66(9} 1.51{4}; 0.38{4} 1.11{1}; 0.28{1} 1.10{1}; 0.28{1} 
AI~ 5 1.90(7}; 0.46{7} 1.20{3],; 0.30{3} 0.80{I}; 0.20{I} 0.79{I}; 0.19(1} 
A2~ 3.09{14}; 0.69{7} 1.63{4}; 0.33{4} 1.14{3}; 0.26{3} 1.11{2}; 0.25{2} 
A2~ 2.38{10}; 0.51{7} 1.38{3}; 0.28{2} 1.08{1}; 0.24{1} 1.07{1}; 0.24{1} 
A2~ 5 1.74{10}; 0.38{7} 1.14(3}; 0.20{2} 0.78{1}; 0.16{1} 0.77{1}; 0.16{1} 
/.t 10 -1"5 10 -2 10 -3 10 -4 
T D~ 2.50 2.50 2.56 2.66 
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In Table 1, we present he experimental convergence r sults for the iterative algorithms for 
various # and the overlapping interval sizes measured by the number of step-size 7-/of the uniform 
mesh. From (26), it follows that T/is a decreasing function with respect o #. The #-dependence 
of 7-/is tabulated in the table. 
Figure 2 depicts the/C-dependence of the computational costs of the domain decomposition 
algorithms at # -- 10 -1"5 and # = 10 -a. In the figure, "boxes within circles" denote the minimum 
values of the computational costs: 
T• = minT~(/C) = T~A(IC°Pt), Tp A = minTp-a(]C) = Tp~(IC°Pt), # = fixe. 
Table 2 gives the values of Ts "4 and Tp A as well as the related values of ]C °pt for various #. For 
comparison, we include in the table the computational costs of direct algorithms D 15 and D °~. 
5.5. Discuss ion of  the  Computed  Resu l ts  
First, we dwell on the convergence properties of algorithms A I~ and A2~. From Table 1, it 
follows that the number of iterations for the algorithms is an increasing function with respect 
to the values of the perturbation parameter # and a decreasing function with respect o the 
overlapping interval sizes ]C7-/. These numerical results are in good agreement with the corollary 
from Theorems 1 and 2. 
From Theorems 1 and 2, we can conclude that algorithms A1 and A2 have the equal con- 
vergence rates. However, the data presented in Table 1 demonstrate that at (]C~/#) < 1, the 
number of iterations NAI~ differs noticeably from the correspondent values of N A2~ . The reason 
is that by the approximation of the subproblems with the finite-difference method described in 
Section 5.1, the mesh points located at the corners of the subdomains are not in use. In this situ- 
ation, algorithm A2~ has the convergence rate presented in Theorem 2, whereas algorithm A I~ 
converges to the solution of the test problem with the rate qAlq+, where qA1 is introduced in 
1/2 Theorem 1, and for q+ E (0, 1) the following bound holds: q+ < (const . )exp( -~ 0 /#). The 
correctness of these statements can be shown using the proof technique of Theorems 1 and 2 
generalized to the finite-difference ases and considering the domain decomposition proposed in 
Section 5.2. 
Now we discuss some issues related to the computational effectiveness of algorithms A I~ 
and A2~. In Table 2 are listed the values of the overlapping interval sizes under which the 
algorithms have a minimum of the computational cost at given #. The juxtaposition of data 
from Table 1 and Figure 2 indicates that the position of the minimum is determined essentially 
by a compromise between the number of iterations required (NAI~ or /V A2~) and the number 
of mesh points in the subdomains (see (28)). This fact explains increasing the values of ]C °pt 
with respect o #. Note that in Table 2 the minimum values of the computational costs of 
algorithms A I~ and A2~ also increase with respect o #. This result can be attributed to the 
#-dependence of ]C °pt. 
From Table 2, it follows that in all cases A2~ is faster than A I~.  However, the computational 
costs of the algorithms by parallel processing are not much different from each other. This is 
because by solving the test problem with the algorithms, the greater part of the computational 
cost falls on four subproblems associated with "angular" subdomains: ~11,1, g~3.1, ~'~1,3, and ~3,3' 
These subproblems in both algorithms are solved concurrently. It is also worth mentioning, that 
for sufficiently small #, algorithms A I~ and A2~ by sequential processing are more effective 
than direct algorithms D 1~ and D °°. 
In closing, we consider the experimental results for "limited" algorithms AI~___ and A2~_. The 
data from Tables 1 and 2 substantiate he assumptions made in Section 5.3. Even by the limitation 
on the number of "Newton's iterations" only (m -- co, M_M -- 1), the algorithms are faster than 
algorithms A I~ and A2~, whereas algorithms AI~ 5 and A2~ 5 are considerably more effective. 
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